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MATERIALS

KNUFFLE BUNNY QUILT FEATURING MO WILLEMS’ KNUFFLE BUNNY

½ yard each: Floating Bunny [White & Blue], Hearts, All Things Fun [Blue & Gray], On My Way [Blue], Bubbles, Everything’s Hanging, Laundered Bunny [Green]

½ yard Hearts for binding

2 ¼ yards Laundered Bunny [Green] for backing

CUTTING DIRECTIONS

Cutting dimensions include ¼” seam allowances.

From each Floating Bunny [Blue & White], Laundered Bunny, On My Way [Blue], Bubbles, All Things Fun [Gray]:

• 1- 9½” square
• 1- 18½” x 9½” rectangles

From each Everything’s Hanging, Hearts, All Things Fun [Blue]

• 2- 9½” squares

ASSEMBLY DIRECTIONS

1. Sew together pairs of the 9½” squares following the QUILT DIAGRAM. Make 6. [fig 1]
2. Following the QUILT DIAGRAM, sew one pair of squares from Step 1 to one 18½” x 9½” rectangle. Make 6. [fig 2]

ASSEMBLING THE QUILT

3. Rotate blocks according to QUILT DIAGRAM. Sew two blocks together to create a row. Sew three rows together.
4. Layer quilt top, backing and batting. Quilt as desired and bind.

DIAGRAMS

fig 1

fig 2

QUILT DIAGRAM

- Floating Bunny [White]
- Floating Bunny [Blue]
- Hearts
- All Things Fun [Blue]
- All Things Fun [Gray]
- On My Way [Blue]
- Bubbles
- Everything’s Hanging
- Laundered Bunny [Green]